
Summon the moral and intellectual
resources to overcome the crisis
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

This speech was given by Lyndon LaRouche to a meeting of Africa, the overall growth has been negative since 1967, the
time when U Thant, who was then Secretary General of thethe Schiller Institute at Riverside Church in New York City

on July 27. Subheads have been added. United Nations, issued a proclamation called the Second De-
velopment Decade Resolution, which was never put into ef-

. . . I want to give you a message—it’s a tough one—but also, fect. In the same year, Pope Paul VI issued a papal encyclical,
called Populorum Progressio, On the Progress of the Peo-hope. Not hope in the sense that maybe something will hap-

pen, but hope that we might succeed in causing it to happen. ples—that program has never been put into effect. From the
middle of the 1960s onward, for the past 30 years, the worldAs you should know, and everybody but the suckers knows—

and the suckers are the people who have money invested in has overall been going downhill. Civilization has been disin-
tegrating.the stock market or in mutual funds—that every capital of the

world, financial capital of the world today, will agree with Some of you people here are of my generation, or near to
it. You can recall that, back in the 1960s, a typical Americanme, as they didn’t a year ago, that the international financial

system is in the process of disintegrating. skilled operative would generally, at 40 years of age, approx-
imately, would probably support an entire family on hisWhat most people will say in various centers, and in their

press—except in the United States—they will tell you that income, or perhaps with a partial income from some other
member of the family. And on this income these familieswe can expect, sometime in the near future, between August

of this year, and the first of the year, perhaps, a 20% or 30% would assist in putting their children through school, and
into universities. They would maintain a decent standardcollapse in the New York Stock Exchange, for example. That

could happen next month, it could happen in October, it could of living.
That is no longer the case. The same families today, thehappen a bit later.

We now have, at present, the disintegration, in progress, children of those families, would require three incomes, or
more in a household—not to achieve the same standard ofof not only the currencies, but the banking systems of South

Korea, Thailand, and adjoining countries—what were called living they had 30 years ago. Most people have debt, credit
card debt, and other forms of debt, which are piling up througha few years ago the Asian Tigers are now disintegrating fi-

nancially. A chain reaction of that disintegration, which will the breaking point, to the point of the highest rate of personal
bankruptcies in this country. They are using debt in place ofbe a banking crisis, among other things, will hit Europe. It

will hit the United States. If you look, in fact, at the cross- the income they haven’t had. And the standard of living is
not good.liabilities of banks, there probably is not a leading bank on

this planet, at least outside of China, which is not bankrupt, if In Europe: similar conditions.
Look for example at hospitals; take this city of New Yorkyou knew all the liabilities, in terms of its cross-obligations.

You have, at this point, the ratio of debt to value of physical City. Those of you who lived here, say in 1970 to 1975, or
1965 to 1975: Think of the hospitals that existed in New Yorkassets is such, that virtually every government, every nation

of this planet is bankrupt. It has been bankrupt; we have been City then. Think of what happened if someone fell in the
street, stricken of some disorder, and a neighbor called thebankrupt for a number of years. If you look at things in terms

of physical values, as opposed to monetary, or financial val- police department. What would happen? That person would
generally be picked up soon and receive medical attentionues, you will find that since 1970, the U.S. economy, in terms

of per capita, has been contracting, in physical economic someplace, and then later after the medical attention had been
delivered, in the emergency case, someone would come pok-terms, at a rate in excess of 2% per year, every year. There

has been no growth, net growth, in the United States, in the ing around and try to figure out how this service was going to
be paid.past 25-odd years.

Similar conditions exist in most of the world. In most of Is that the case anymore? It’s not. The hospitals have
been shut down. New York City, for example, had the finestthe developing sector, as in South America, or in sub-Saharan
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hospital system in the world, which was built up under the and the Soviet Union, the conditions of life are unbelievable,
in terms of the collapse of the conditions of life. Unless there’sinfluence of Hill-Burton. It’s gone.
a reversal of that policy, you’re going to see hell itself coming
out of the area that was once the Soviet system, the WarsawA decaying civilization

Look at the services of this city, which was in sense, for Pact, the Comecon, and the Soviet Union. It’s at the breaking
point now.a long time, the commercial and business capital of the United

States. What’s happened to the city? High rises. What kind of What you’re looking at is not merely an economic crisis,
it’s not a cyclical crisis, it’s not a boom-bust cycle. There’llincomes, what kind of life, what kind of security? Look at the

homelessness on the streets. Look at the other signs. What is be booms, there’ll be busts. The boom or the bust. It’s coming
now. The collapse cannot be prevented; it can only be dealtthe condition of life of people? What is the condition of life

of families? Of individual members of families? What about with.
But it’s more than an economic crisis. What we’re facedneighborhoods that are no longer safe? What about the drug

problem? All these other things that afflict us? We are living, with is a crisis of civilization. We’re faced with the kind of
crisis, globally, what you would think of as the fall of theand have been living, for a period of about 30 years, in a

decaying civilization. Persian Empire, or the Babylonian Empire, or some might
compare it to what happened to Sodom and Gomorrah. We’reVery soon, one way or the other, and before the end of

this century, the existing international financial and monetary faced with the kind of catastrophe in which an entire civiliza-
tion, which has lost the moral fitness to survive, goes under,system will have gone! It will have disintegrated. It will go in

one way or the other. Either governments act, including the by its own hand.
government of the United States, to put a bankrupt financial
and monetary system into bankruptcy reorganization, under The Fourteenth-Century Black Death

Now let’s look at the history of this situation, review whatgovernments, and doing so in order to keep order, social sta-
bility, and security, and to lay the foundations for building a lessons we might learn, particularly from the history of the

United States, and its prehistory, going back to the last greatnewfinancial and monetary system, to keep the society going,
and to build things up again. Either the governments do that, crisis of European civilization, the great crisis in the middle

of the Fourteenth Century. That is over the period from theor by their failure to do so, this country, and most of the
countries around the world, will simply begin to disintegrate. year about 1250, to the middle of the Fourteenth Century, the

population of Europe collapsed by half. This was a period inWhat you see in Africa today, in sub-Saharan Africa, is
an unstoppable wave of deliberate genocide. Before this time, which the Black Death hit Europe on the wave of a collapse

of the banking systems of Europe, in the middle of the Four-before these recent developments, you’ve seen the life expec-
tancy of Africa drop, the life expectancy of the male, in partic- teenth Century. This was a period of madness, a period of the

so-called Flagellants, hordes of angry, crazy people, with wildular. AIDS/HIV is a factor, but so is famine and epidemic—
the most efficient way to kill people is with famine and epi- religious beliefs, beating themselves and each other, march-

ing from city to city, like a pestilence. Like locust plagues,demic disease, as Bertrand Russell prescribed and recom-
mended many years ago, and his friends are now carrying this human locust plagues on the land.

In the following century, there was a rebirth of Europeanout, his admirers, today.
You see a similar process going on in South America. civilization, this is called the Golden Renaissance. And it was

more than just a rebirth, it was a new form of society that wasPeru is on the verge of being destroyed. Colombia is half-
destroyed—it’s been taken over by the drug lobby. It’s going established on this planet, at least in a beginning form. Prior

to the Fifteenth Century in Europe, every culture of this planetinto hell. Brazil is on the target list for either a coup or a major
destabilization. No parts of the Americas below our borders was degenerate. Why? Here we are, we’re human beings;

what was the condition of human beings, overall, in every partare safe today. Argentina is almost destroyed, and so forth
and so on. of civilization, so-called, in every part of human existence,

up until the Fifteenth Century in Europe? Over 95% of theThe great “successes”: Korea is bankrupt, South Korea is
bankrupt. You’re going to hear more stories about bankrupt- population of every culture, in every part of the world, lived

in all prior human existence, either in the condition of slaves,cies in Korea. The entire system of east Asia, outside of China,
the yen system, Philippines, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, or serfs, or worse.

There’s a famous story, which is the last story in a bookMalaysia, Indonesia: They’re all in the process of disinteg-
rating. written by Jonathan Swift, called Gulliver’s Travels. The last

story is the story of the visit to the land of the Houyhnhnms.Europe: Conditions in Germany are collapsing more rap-
idly than they’re collapsing in the United States. France: dis- Now actually I’ll tell you a secret, which is no secret at all.

The land of the Houyhnhnms was England under George I,integration. Italy has a government in name, but the structure
of government and politics has been destroyed. in which Swift depicted this problem: that England was ruled

by a lordly bunch of horses, or rear-ends of horses perhaps,In the area of the former Soviet system, eastern Europe
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who were called the Houyhnhnms, to simulate the whinny may not be kept as cattle, but must be recognized in their
individuality, and all persons, each, man and woman, made(which I won’t perform for you) of the horse. And the horses

were attended by humanoid-looking creatures who were rut- in the image of God, a quality that endows them with the
power and responsibility to exert dominion, as mankind, overting in the ditches and doing all kinds of foul things, but did

all the work for these horses, who took care of the horses, all other things? That’s a principle. That’s a principle of law,
or should be—isn’t it? Therefore, society must be designed,carried them to their burial places, curried them, and all these

other favors, but when they were not taking orders from the under law, to conform to that principle.
Now, along comes Christianity, and a couple of Apostleshorses, or performing services for the horses, they were off

in the ditches or fields rutting away. They were incapable of go a bit further in developing this principle, the Mosaic princi-
ple, which is recorded in Genesis I: 26-28. The Apostle John,ideas, or human speech—which is a fair description of the

ordinary people of England during the time of George I. on the relationship of God’s love toward man. The Apostle
Paul, on the nature of man and society and law. In which theySo this is Swift, in his satirical reference to the conditions

of England in the early Eighteenth Century. But these are based themselves on study, because they were literate people
in their time, and the culture of the eastern Mediterranean atconditions which were the normal conditions of humanity, in

every part of humanity, up until the Fifteenth Century. that time was Greek culture, Classical Greek culture. Platonic
Greek was the highest level of culture in the eastern Mediter-The forms of society were generally what were called the

imperial form of law. You would have scattered kinds of ranean from the time, approximately, of Alexander the Great,
and the development of the Greek Hellenic culture in thecultures—what was called barbarism. And, you would have

an emperor, or something that might be called an emperor, eastern Mediterranean. And John and Paul were people who
were very literate, and presented Christian principle in theand this was a person, who might be assassinated tomorrow,

but as long as he was there, he was the maker of law. His will Gospel of St. John and in the Epistles of Paul, etc., as a form
of law. Law derived from principle, not arbitrary precept,was arbitrary rule. Nobody else could make law. Under the

chief, you would have people who were lesser chiefs, who or shibboleth.
But nonetheless, despite the power of Christianity, as acould not make law, but they could administer, they could

even kill, capriciously, but they could not make law. There religious belief, from that time, in the Fifteenth Century, there
was no form of society on this planet which satisfied thewas in fact no law. There was only custom: that those who

ruled found it expedient to take into account the customs of requirements of Christian principle, that is, a state based on
the assumption, a form of law based on the assumption, thatthe various groups of people whom they dominated. So, they

would legitimize the religion, and legitimize the social habits, every person, each person, is made in the image of God, man
and woman, and that this quality gives that person, and man-marital customs, and so forth, and language of the people who

were their subjects. And they would create Pantheons. The kind, the obligation and power to exert dominion in the uni-
verse, over all other things. No! Ninety-five percent of human-emperor would declare himself the highest authority in reli-

gion, virtually a god in himself. And he would be what they ity was kept as cattle, as slaves, serfs, or worse. Like the tens
of thousands of Indians in the late Fifteenth Century, in thecalled in Latin, the Pontifex Maximus, the man who was the

boss of all the religions. And he would maintain a Pantheon, place now called Mexico City, who were marched, one after
the other, up the four sides of a heathen temple. At the top,and all legalized religions would be collected together. And

the ruler would agree, by virtue of a covenant, to show due each of them, in a matter of seconds, had the living heart cut
out of them, and the dying body thrown down the steps. Thisrespect for those aspects of these religious beliefs, which they

had chosen under their imperial law, to legalize. And some- went on for two days. That’s worse than slavery. That is the
most abominable kind of culture imaginable. And the evange-times emperors were overthrown because they violated cus-

toms of legalized cultures and religions. lization of Mexico came as a great blessing to those Indians
who didn’t have their hearts cut out, and their bodies thrownBut there was no law; there was only custom.

There were some people called Romantics in the Nine- down the stairs, simply to celebrate the coronation of some
Aztec potentate.teenth Century, like a fellow in Germany called Savigny, who

proposed going back to this kind of law. It’s called Romantic That was the condition of mankind. Someone comes
along and says, no, we have to have a different kind of society.law, or Roman law, or Volksgeist, things like that. There was

no law. There was no principle of law; there was only arbitrary The purpose of society is to fulfill the nature of man. Now,
what do we know about the nature of man? Is this simplypower and custom, but no principle.
something that’s in the Bible, in Genesis, or is this a principle
that we can know, by reason? Even if Genesis had never beenA principle of law

Then you come along with the Mosaic tradition: Genesis written, would the principle be true?
Yes, it’s true. How do we know it’s true? Well if youI: 26-28. And you say that man and woman are each made in

the image of God, and given by this gift the assignment to educate a child, you may begin to discover what it is that’s
different between a child and any beast. Then, you look backexert dominion in nature, and over nature. Now that’s a princi-

ple! Are men and women different than beasts, such as they and take an image of the existence of man. Well, man has
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probably existed as a human species, on this planet, for about or Prince Philip? How did we get to that stage? Did we evolve?
The evidence is we didn’t. There’s no significant evidence of2 million years. We have traces that indicate that, and there’s

an example recently uncovered in Germany, under a mine- any biological change in man that accounts for this progress
that man has made. It’s in the mind. In the mind.shaft in the the Hartz Mountains part of Germany, not too far

from Göttingen and Hanover. And there, at a site which is We invented language. Language was developed. The
languages we use have a long history. We know something600,000 years old, they dug out throwing spears which are

perfectly balanced and well designed. And the very nature of about that history; a lot we don’t know. But we know about
the development of language. Monkeys don’t have languages;these throwing spears, indicates, relatively speaking, a fairly

high level of cognitive development and craftsmanship apes don’t have languages; man does. How was it done? How
did man make language, develop language? And, there areamong the people who made these spears. So, therefore you

have a pretty high quality of intellect in human beings running certain principles involved which can be adduced. We made
language. We made inventions. When you look at the archeo-around in that part of Germany, 600,000 years ago. Probably

better than you’d find in that part of Germany today. logical evidence, what you find is inventions. And you look
carefully at the inventions from the standpoint of an experi-The traces of man go back about 2 million years, and the

reason we date it so, to the best of our knowledge, is because mental physicist. You say, no, man did not simply hit upon
the discovery. The mind of man discovered a principle ofthe northern part of this planet has been dominated by an

ice age for 2 million years. And these ice ages run in about nature, and learned how to do something based on the mastery
of that principle. That principle was passed on, as knowledge,100,000-year cycles, with 10 or 20,000-year intraglacial cy-

cles, in which these glaciers melt. We reached the warmest to another generation, and the history of man is a history of
accumulation of these discoveries, discoveries of principle,point of an intraglacial cycle about a thousand years ago, and,

contrary to warnings of global warming, we’re now in a global which children can reenact. They can reenact the act of dis-
covery of somebody hundreds of years earlier, or thousandscooling cycle. We’re headed toward the ice cube age again.

You’ll get free ice cubes in Manhattan, but you won’t be able of years earlier, as they do. A child who actually studies geom-
etry, in a decent school, is actually thinking the thoughts thatto live here to enjoy them. Because, the seas will go up and

down; the seas will vary up to 400 feet in depth, level, as the Pythagoras thought, almost 3,000 years ago, or the thoughts
that passed through the mind of Plato 2,500 years ago. Thatglaciers melt, or they accumulate. We’re now in the process

of going toward a new glaciation. Don’t worry about global most of the things we know, we know because somebody
discovered them. And, we teach children in school, or in fami-warming: It won’t happen. Global cooling is what’s in the

cards, that’s what we have to worry about. And that’s coming lies, how it worked: Think about it. And the child reenacts
that discovery. We send people to more advanced education,naturally from the solar system, not from any gases or any-

thing else on Earth. The only danger is from the gas of some they’re still doing the same thing: reenacting scientific discov-
eries in their own mind, so they didn’t merely learn them,politicians, which may be a problem for us.

So, in this period, man existed. they know them. And some of these people who reenact these
discoveries, learn from reenacting discoveries, how to make
discoveries. And they go on and they make new discoveries,Man is not an ape

Now, we know from that same period, we know of the which enrich mankind, with new knowledge.
existence of apes, or ape-like creatures—not to be confused
with Prince Philip—even though he claims to be an ape. Being The universe obeys man

So, what is man’s power over the universe? Man’s poweran egoist, he claims to be a Great Ape. But the ape population
of this planet could never have exceeded several million indi- over the universe, is the ability to make discoveries of princi-

ple, and to be guided by those discoveries to change the wayvidual apes all put together—chimpanzees, gorillas, orang-
utans, baboons, whatever—they couldn’t make it. But man, we behave, so that our changes in behavior enable us to in-

crease our power. We can command the universe, as long asif you look at man physiologically, man does have, as Prince
Philip says—Philip looks in the mirror and says, “I look like we make valid discoveries. The universe will always obey

man, every time man makes valid discoveries, and usesan ape.” It’s true, he does. And his intellectual potential is not
much greater than an ape. But the point is, some of us are them properly.

So, we are a creature of ideas. Now, how do we do this?different. If we were merely apes, as aboriginal creatures, we
could never have achieved the human population on this plant How do we see this? We live this all the time, if we’re treating

children properly. How do you teach a child? You take a child,at anytime, during the past 2 million years’ conditions on
this planet, exceeding several million individuals. The life a child believes something. If you know the child believes it,

how are you going to show the child that the child is mistaken?expectancy of the adult would not have exceeded much over
18-20 years of age. Infant mortality would probably have Not by thwacking them on the side of the head, which is a

method some people use. Not by threatening them, not bybeen 80-90%. Not a very good culture.
But, we don’t have that, we’ve progressed. How did we sending them to bed without their supper. How do you get a

child to correct its mistake? You can’t always do it; sometimesprogress? How did we get above the level of monkeys, apes,
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What future will there be
for these New York City
youngsters? “A child
who’s able to come up
and solve problems, gets
what is called in Greek,
an emotion called
agapē,” LaRouche says,
“an inflation of joy
about being alive.
Because they discovered
their mind can create
valid solutions to
problems which seemed
impossible. This is what
makes a child happy.”

you say to the child, “Look, trust me on this one, you’re not education. With a happy child and a good education. Happy,
why? Because they are discovering there’s something goodready to solve the problem. I’m your parent, I’m pulling rank.”

The basic relationship in child nurture is not that; the basic in them. A child who’s able to come up and solve problems,
gets what is called in Greek, an emotion called agapē: anthing is the moments in which you actually are able to assist

the child in correcting its own mistake, its own opinion. How? inflation of joy about being alive. Because they discovered
their mind can create valid solutions to problems whichWell, you confront the child with some evidence which shows

the child that there is an error in what they believe. And, you seemed impossible. This is what makes a child happy.
In the old days, for example, when people still worked—nurture the child so that the child’s mind itself begins to work

out that problem. they didn’t slave, they worked. They would go to a factory
someplace, or build things, and do things. And the socialWhen you send the child to school, the child presumably

is going to have that same kind of experience, in whatever relations among people who were, say, trade union members,
or something, when they would meet for social occasions,they study in school, step by step. And they will come back.

What did you learn in school today? Well they say, “We they would often get into the thing, where their wives would
start yelling at them, because what they were engaged in waslearned certain words.” That’s no good! But when a child

comes back, beaming, trying to explain to a parent or a sibling, shop talk. What they were talking about was about the things
that made people happy, when they worked in factories, or atwhat the problem is, how they solved it, and the new idea they

got as a result of the experience of accepting the problem and some craft. The thing that made them happy, was they faced
a problem on the job, such as mastering a new technology,solving the problem. And the child comes back happy. The

child expresses this by looking at a parent at a certain stage, and they produced a better product or something, and they
were so excited about that, that was what they identified theirand saying, “Why? Why?” You say, it works this way; he

says, “Why?” Well, it works because— “Why?” The natural workaday life with: these moments, moments when some-
thing good happened. “Something good happened on the jobpotential of the child is expressed. What you’re seeing in

the child, is you’re seeing that in the child’s mind, which today. We made a better product. This machine is making
things better. We’re learning how to do this. We solved thiscorresponds to Genesis I: 26-28.

Did you ever see a dog say, “Why?” A monkey say, problem.” The father would take his young boy by the hand,
down to a construction site: “See, we’re building that, and“Why?” Only a human child—and every child has this—

every child that’s born has this quality. It sets them apart we’re solving problems.”
These little things, which we sometimes took for granted,from the animals. A quality which is manifest best in a good
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years ago, are the things which are beautiful about the individ- ship, a personal relationship with Eratosthenes, not because
they’re repeating and honoring Eratosthenes’ name, or repeat-ual human being, and are expressions of that quality unique

to the human individual. Which proves, yes, the human indi- ing the results of his measurement, but because the child, in
properly studying this experiment, is reliving it. The child isvidual is made in the image of God. Man and woman. How?

Because the human individual is able to command the uni- reliving the discovery of principle that Eratosthenes made.
The child is reliving the moment inside the mind of Eratos-verse to obey. How? Every time that you discover a principle,

you have an increased power over the universe, and the uni- thenes, when Eratosthenes made that discovery.
Now, of course we have a problem these days: We don’tverse shows its respect for that by obeying you, when you use

that legitimate principle. understand these things too well. It’s because—well, I’ll give
you an example, it seems to be a digression, but it’s not.

The just society
So, what is a just society? A just society must be based on The case of poetry

Let’s take the case of poetry. Let’s take the case, to betruth. What is truth? The discovery of truth, is truth. The
educational process by which a child comes from ignorance, explicit, of Shakespeare, William Shakespeare, who should

be known to all of us. Now, ask somebody to recite Shakes-and though good nurture and good education, the child is able
to increase its power to know and master the universe, and peare, just a piece of it. Ask a baby boomer to recite Shakes-

peare. It will never work. It’s horrible! Baby boomers haveknows that quality in it, by which it achieves that, is good. It’s
beauty. That’s the sense of true truth and beauty and justice. no musicality. A baby boomer, speaks, how? A baby boomer

speaks in a monotone, he speaks regularly. He keeps a fairlyNow, what’s a good society? A good society is one in
which two things are immediately satisfied. Number one: Ev- narrow dynamic range of utterance. There’s not much inflec-

tion. You can’t recite Shakespeare that way. Not that it’s aery child has a right to that quality of education, in so much
as the society which exists has the means to provide it, that matter of style, it’s not a matter of style, it’s a matter of con-

tent. “To be, or not to be. That is the question.” You can’t dois, the knowledge to provide it. Every child is entitled to share
the knowledge which the society has inherited from its prede- that in narrow dynamics! You see, the baby boomer never

learned to speak. The baby boomer was taught to recite text.cessors. All children have the right, all human beings have
the right to all human knowledge, in that sense. And every To imitate phrases and recite text, not to speak.

I use an example with people, the case of a simple part ofchild has it.
Now if we educate a child so, and if, living so, making Shakespeare, the prologue chorus to a rather ordinary, rela-

tively ordinary play of Shakespeare’s, in the opening of Kingthose kinds of discoveries, and those kinds of improvements,
is the normal human expression, then society must organize Henry V. You can imagine London, the theater in London,

and this actor appears on stage, on a virtually bare stage. Noitself, to solve its necessary problems, but to provide each of
these children, as they grow up and become adults, with the scenery, no drops, no nothing, just a bare wooden stage in a

wooden theater. And you’ve got people down here, andopportunity to live that kind of life. To do something useful,
in some way or other, where they are satisfied that they are you’ve got people up there in the balcony, sitting about on

three sides, all looking at this stage. And what does thisexpressing that quality which makes them human. They are
not imitating an ox; they are not imitating a jackass, like speaker-chorus do? The chorus says, “We’re about to present

a play here. I’m going to ask you to use your imagination.Prince Philip or something like that; they’re doing something
human. And therefore, ought not society be constituted in Where you see one man, I want you see an army. I want you

to hear the horses, and hear the beat of their hooves on thefieldsuch a fashion that we fulfill this?
Then we have another question, which gets us a little in battle. I want you to hear the clash of arms of great armies.”

That’s poetry, that’s utterance. It’s not to get people todeeper, but it’s based on the same principle. We are all born,
and we are all going to die. Now, therefore, what is the mean- hear your words, and agree or disagree with your words. The

function of poetry is to evoke from within the mind a cognitiveing of life? What is the meaning of a mortal life? It has a
beginning and an end. Obviously, the meaning is, what it process, and written text is nothing but shorthand, for uttered

speech. You must speak in such a manner that you addressleaves behind, which is not riches, it’s something much more
important. What’s the differnce between relations between the mind. You’re not speaking to a recording device.

You see the way people punctuate. Read the originalhuman beings, and monkeys? Human beings’ social relation-
ship is based on ideas. What is the relationship of a parent to Shakespeare, see how it’s punctuated. How is it punctuated?

What is the principle of punctuation in Shakespeare? Is ita child, of a teacher to a child? The social relationship of a
teacher to a child, is ideas. When you learn, for example, what grammar? No. Never go to a grammarian’s funeral! He was

already dead, before he died. The function of punctuation, isEratosthenes did, an example I often use, in estimating the
size of the Earth, from inside Egypt, over 2,200 years ago, by to denote, to the reader of the shorthand, called “text,” some

keys to understand what the spoken utterance was. To assistjust looking up at the Sun and stars. And a child can replicate
that. What is a child doing? A child is establishing a relation- the reader in re-creating, to hear the spoken utterance, not to
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read the text. The minute you have a rule for reading text, you themselves. And the men take sides with the gods, and the
gods take sides with men. And you have this interplay be-don’t know how to think anymore. You don’t know how

to hear. tween the gods and men. And if you really follow that, particu-
larly the wonderful case of Ulysses, in the Odyssey, if youSo, the American population is denied poetry. The Ameri-

can population goes to school. Now a term that is used to follow that, you get an image of the mind of a person, almost
3,000 years ago, in Greece. Because you can hear what isshow how we were destroyed—and this is part of the story—

I use a word, the German word, which Schiller used, a term occupying their mind. Then you go on to Aeschylus, at a later
point, dealing with the same material. Or Sophocles, dealingof derogation, called Brotgelehrte, which I translate into En-

glish as people who sing to earn their supper, not for the with the same material. Then you see the same problems
addressed by Plato, in the Socratic dialogues, the same prob-benefit of the music.

There’s a child in school, who says, “Hey teacher, is this lems. And you see the birth of European civilization. . . .
The child follows another story: How is the Greek mindgoing to come up on the examination? If not, why do we have

to hear this nonsense?” People who study only to learn how changing from the time of the Homeric epics into the time of
Plato and thereafter? And what do these changes have to doto behave, so as to qualify for employment, not people who

study science to become scientists, but people who become with us? What did the Apostle Paul or the Apostle John see
in this? How did that affect us today? Our conception of man,well-paid scientists, to make a career.

This was something that happened to baby boomers, be- our conception of nature? The child knows.
What we came up with in this century, especially in thecause it happened to my generation, when they were scared,

when they came back to Truman instead of Roosevelt from postwar period—in my time in school it was already going
in that terrible direction, but after the Second World War itWorld War II. And everybody was scared. The wives espe-

cially: “Don’t do anything, don’t say anything that impairs became terrible. We had mass education with less knowledge
and more learning, or even less learning, later. And we gotour family household financial security, or your job pros-

pects.” And that dominated the country from 1946 through away from the conception of man in the image of God, and
the relationship of the process of education to the idea of man1952. And then we went from Truman to “Eisenhowever,”

and it wasn’t quite certain which way you would go. And then in the image of God. Something really precious there.
the baby boomers were raised in these families which had
given up the commitment to truth and morality, in place of Two million years of history

We lost historical sense. When I think back, I think 2political correctness. And nobody wanted to think, or very
few of us wanted to think; we wanted to know what it is we million years. Mankind—2 million years—it’s perfectly

comprehensible to me, to anyone who studied these materials.had to be overheard thinking, overheard saying. And we got
away from the beauty of knowledge, the beauty of education. Human history: Well, what do we know about human history?

As such, we have about 8,000 years, from Central Asia, be-We no longer taught our children in schools in a Classical
humanist way. tween 6,000 and 4,000 B.C., is our earliest general knowledge

about human society, and how it was organized. Some of theWe should say that we will shove nothing in a child’s
mind which the child has not been induced to think, to know. ideas, because they had some solar astronomical calendars

from that period, which, when reproduced, tells you some-By presenting the child with a problem, when the child is
ready to face the problem, and assisting the child in a class thing about how they thought.

We depend upon these people. They lived; we live withwhich is not unduly large, by the interplay in a class, thus
evoke from the members of the class, a reenactment of the their ideas. What we are able to do today depends upon what

people unknown to us discovered, in these periods before.mental act of discovery. So that every couple of sessions
of the class, there would be a new discovery, maybe three They’re part of my life. And I’m going to die, and they died.

And yet I sense, every time I know something, which I dosessions, working through that discovery, then discussing it,
reviewing it afterwards. Then going on to the next question, because they discovered it, I have a sense of an immediate

relationship with these people! When I study and reproducethe next discovery.
A Classical humanist education. You read the ancient an idea which was originally discovered by someone hun-

dreds of thousands of years ago, I have an immediate relation-Greeks to understand the Greeks, as they thought, to learn
how they thought, to learn how Homer thought. These aren’t ship with that person. And I think about them. With my kind of

education and background, my head is very heavily occupiedstories! Take Homer for example: Why is it important to have
your child study Classical Greek? Well, for example, Euro- with a large population of people to whom I’m indebted,

whom I know very intimately, because I know intimate mo-pean civilization comes from the Classical Greek, so it’s a
good place to start; you ought to learn what happened first. In ments from the inside of their minds, when they were doing

some of the most important things that their minds ever did,Homer, for example, what do you have? You have conflicts
among men, factions among men who were in conflict. But making these kinds of discoveries, which is a very important

moment in anyone’s life, when they make important discov-you also have gods, they’re always there. The gods of Olym-
pus, are always present. And the gods have conflicts among eries.
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Therefore, I think about the future. I think about the people To feel the enrichment of their lives on one’s own life. People
who are long dead become personal friends, who you knowwho are yet unborn, who I don’t know. When I’m dead, and

what I think today, will determine how they live, and things through the gifts they’ve helped you to receive. To become a
person who lives so, as those honored dead who gave you sothat I think today, that they must know, and I say, what is this

voyage from birth to death, for me? What was the voyage of much, and to be that to coming generations. That every person
has the right to be that kind of person. And to have a societythose who lived before me, who lived and died before me?

The same. What did they contribute that’s lasting? Fortune? which values every person, for that reason. Which protects
the good that people do, so that when you’re dead and gone,Wealth? No, that’s not what’s important. What they contrib-

uted is the process of ideas, they contributed to a process the good that you’ve done, in educating, in transmitting ideas,
adding to the stock of ideas, that society will protect yourwhich is natural to man in the image of God. And when I

relive the ideas which they produced, I’m reliving the inside contribution, to ensure that future generations can enjoy it.
And you can go to your grave in peace, saying, “I have livedof their minds. And they are alive in me. They’re in my head!

When you think about anything in science, what do you think? a good life, from beginning to end, and I have an identity
which is untarnished and durable in the simultaneity ofYou think about using a principle, you think about, in your

mind, the person who developed than principle. That’s how eternity.”
That was the modern nation-state! They took a youngyou know it. You can almost see the face: Sometimes you

know the face and you recall it, and when you’re thinking man, who was a prince of a very bad king in France, who was
later called Louis XI. And people from the Renaissance inand sitting in a room alone, thinking and working on some

scientific work, all these faces, all these people, long dead, Italy, reached out to this young man, this Dauphin, and said,
“We’re going to make France the first modern nation-state.are with you, present, as if they were sitting and talking with

you in the same room. Because they’re in your mind, through We’re going to train and educate this young boy, to become
that kind of a king.” And so this fellow, who became king inthe ideas which they transmitted, which you enjoy today.

You can re-create, and you say: Everyone has a right to 1461, and died in 1483—during that period of his life, took a
nation, France, which was not a nation, which was choppedbe that kind of person. Not merely to make discoveries, not

merely to be useful, but to think about what it is to have a life, into pieces, and made it a unified nation. He uplifted people,
he established in his kingdom the first hospital, which stillto go through this mortal span of life from birth to death, and

to live something, to do something, in the realm of ideas, exists today, in Beaune, in France, in the Burgundy region.
He established the first form of a publicly or state-sponsoredwhich honors those who gave you something from before.

Thousands of years, nameless people, perhaps hundreds of secondary school, open to children of all classes. He shifted
the power in society away from the nobility, the financierthousands of years before. To honor them, because they gave

you what you can do today. And to be an honorable person, nobility and the landowners, toward an urban intelligentsia,
which had educated people who had been drawn from allthrough your agency, your mortal life, to those unknown who

come after you. statuses in life, as young educated persons, to be educated.
In other words: the birth of a modern nation-state.
We live in a country, the United States, which was estab-The simultaneity of eternity

In Christian theology, this is called the simultaneity of lished in that tradition, through the influence of people like
Leibniz, and through leaders like Benjamin Franklin, whoeternity: to live and have an identity, as a necessary person,

in one’s own place and time, in respect to the simultaneity of sought to build in this nation, a republic, which would satisfy
precisely the requirements which I’ve indicated today. Re-God’s eternity. That is the basis for the good society. People

who had this view, in the middle of the Fifteenth Century, quirements which are specified in what is supposed to be the
fundamental law of our country, the preamble of our Federalcoming after this terrible period in the preceding century, the

so-called new Dark Age, conceived what is called the modern Constitution, in which we are obligated, not merely to provide
certain things for ourselves, living, but we are obligated tonation-state. No longer should 95% of the population live

like cattle in the service of a minority, a lordly oligarchical provide these benefits for our posterity: the nameless un-
known who come after us. Who can vote today, has no rightminority and their lackeys. No longer should people live like

cattle in herds to be culled and slaughtered at the pleasure of to determine law. Law is eternal. Law is the nature of man,
and man’s relationship to the universe. That can not bethe lordly few. No longer should people be Yahoos under the

domination of the rear-ends of horses, called Houyhnhnms, changed. No legislature, no popular majority, has the right to
change that. But we are responsible, to serve that principleor British aristocrats.

But society must exist in order to provide each and every and deliver it intact, in practice, to our posterity. To ensure
that this form of society, as Lincoln was to say later, at Gettys-individual that opportunity of life, which is consistent with

man made in the image of God, to exert dominion on this burg, and elsewhere, that this form of society shall not perish
from this Earth, and we shall defend it.planet. To provide universality of education, of this kind of

Classical humanist education, in ideas, to establish a personal Now, the problem is this. From the beginning, with the
introduction of this new form of society, of which our nationrelationship, through ideas, with valuable people long dead.
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our country. Franklin Roosevelt refered to them as “State
Department striped-pants boys,” and things like that. The
Wall Street crowd was another term for these disreputable
specimens. “British” was also a common term used to de-
scribe them, British oligarchs, in my time. This fancy love and
admiration of British oligarchs is a fairly new phenomenon,
among baby boomers and afterward.

We had a standoff, but they depended upon us, because
we, with modern education, with the machine-tool industry,
with scientific and technological progress, provided the
means of national defense, to keep our nation from being
destroyed. So every time these guys would get a war
whomped up someplace, or coming, they would rely upon
us, those who represented this kind of society, scientific and
technological progress, universal education, these sorts of
things; they would rely upon us to produce the means by
which to defend the nation. And when the military threat had
gone by, they’d put us back, if they could, into a closet, or
suppress us. And Wall Street would take over once again, and
loot us all over again.

But then, a change came, it came in the middle of the
1960s, and I see around the room that most of you saw it.
In 1962, the missile crisis. People were running into
churches, who didn’t know what they were. Anything that
looked like a church, they’d run into it, during those weeks
when those ships, Soviet ships, were speeding toward Cuba.
The degree of terror in this country was beyond belief,A scene at the New York Stock Exchange on Wall Street, Oct. 20,
especially among young children who were then adolescents,1987, after the crash.
who did not know what morality was, because their parents
hadn’t taught it to them, the schools hadn’t taught it to them.
They’re terrified that tomorrow morning, or tonight maybe,has been, at times, the leading expression on this planet, it’s

our great privilege, and our responsiblity, and our duty, to the nuclear weapons are going to hit and we’re all going to
be fried. Thirteen months later, we had a President whoserve the best that our nation represents for humanity. This

nation, and this form of society, was never able to run on its was opposed to some of these deals, who was assassinated.
Martin Luther King, later on, was killed. And the horror ofown. The landowning class, or the aristocracy, and the loan

sharks, the financier nobility, never gave up power. So, as we the Vietnam War, on television every night, brutalized the
nation. But at that point, the oligarchs—whom some like toestablished a better form of society, and improved life on

this planet through the impact of scientific and technological call oilygarchs—these fellows said, “We have now reached
the point, because of the terror, that has caused the twoprogress, and new political forms, nonetheless, we did so

under conditions of a kind of standoff with our enemies, the superpowers, the Soviet Union and the United States, to
enter into a process called détente, under which they areenemies being the feudal landowners—who were essentially

assimilated, generally—and the loan sharks. Today, Wall gradually going to give up war, except for little wars like
Vietnam, or something like that, where they can kill a lotStreet is a good example of that, the Wall Street mentality.

The financier parasites who sit upon society and suck it of its of people without threatening much of anything—except
people—and we’re going to produce world government.juices, and who say, “We have too many people,” or “The

poor want too much.” Or, “We have to protect Wall Street’s We’re going to eliminate the nation-state, and have world
government. What we’re going to do is eliminate technology,interests; therefore, people have to suffer, children have to

die, nations have to die, because we think there are too many or cut it down; we’re going to take away education from
people; we’re going to get them out of science and technol-people here or there.” In which the principle of goverment

is betrayed. ogy; and we are going bring society back to what Jonathan
Swift saw in England under King George I. We’re going to
create a society in which 5% of the population are lords,The striped-pants boys

Now we lived under a condition of nations. And the en- ladies, and lackeys, and 95% are Yahoos. We’re going to
turn the children into Yahoos.”emy, the oligarchy is the proper name for it—we had them in
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And that’s been going on, all over the world, for the past Fifteenth Century. The entire growth of the increase of popu-
lation on this planet, the increase of life expectancy, the im-30 years.

What happened is, that 30 years ago, when this effort was provement of the demographic characteristics of family
households, which has occurred in every part of this planet, ismade, people of my age, and older, were people who were

running the policymaking institutions of the world, including a result of the revolution in political institutions, and scientific
progress, which has occurred through the European revolu-the United States. People who are now deceased, or are now

in their 80s or 90s, were making policy; they were occupying tion that created the nation-state.
If you take that away, it’s like taking out the foundationstop positions in government, in universities, in industries, in

churches, and so forth. And they wouldn’t accept the radical from under a building. And very rapidly, the population of
this planet will collapse back toward several hundred millionchanges that some of these people wanted to make. So,

what did these evil fellows do? They went to the university people. And that is what you’re seeing happening in Africa
today. First of all, you take away the right to progress; thecampuses, and they introduced the counterculture. And the

people who passed the course, that is, the people who flunked next step, is you take away the nation-state itself, you take
away the responsibility.humanity, were relied upon to occupy, a generation later,

the top-most positions in government, in business, in educa- How did they destroy Zaire? First of all, IMF, the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, ordered Mobutu to begin destroyingtion, in the church, and so forth. So, by getting the very worst

people tracked into their march through the institutions, his own country. Zaire ceased to be a nation-state, and began
to disintegrate. Then, they decided to destroy it utterly, whichin the top-most positions, as my generation and the older

generation died out, or became retired, the younger people they’ve now done. Then carve it up, so that the choice parts,
the mineral parts, and so forth, are taken over by private com-moved in.

And, who moves in? Generally the college students, or panies associated with the British Commonwealth. The na-
tional borders of the nation-states of Africa disappear. Wholecertain sections of them. And by tracking those who are com-

ing out of this college track, into dominant positions in gov- parts of Africa are turned into no man’s land. Only a few parts
survive, where the precious assets are that somebody wantsernment, who had these crazy new ideas about a post-indus-

trial utopia, about eliminating technology, stopping scientific to hold; hold this area, with the aid of the Crown Agents to
supervise it, and mercenary armies to defend the territory. Inprogress, and creating a perfect society, with 95% of pleasure-

seeking Yahoos, almost incapable of human speech, as Jona- the rest of Africa, the effect is then what? It is the logic of
famine and epidemic disease. If you have, like this ebolathan Swift saw in his imaginary Houyhnhnms, land of the

Houyhnhnms, or George’s England. virus, and other things like that, if you have killer epidemic
viruses which hit populations in reduced circumstances, forNow, what does this mean? The ability to sustain a popula-

tion of over 5 billion people on this planet, depends not only which these populations have no built-in immune factors,
acquired immune factors, the rate of death is terrible. You canon modern technology, but on improving it. We could sustain

up to 25 billion people on this planet, with no great problem. not find enough people to bury the people that have died. And
that is what threatens Africa.The technology that we possessed, on this planet, at the end

of the 1960s, if fully developed and marshalled, could sustain The same process is now under way in large parts of the
Americas, in Central and South America.every person on this planet, with a population of 25 billion

people, with an income comparable to the average income of So, what we’re seeing, as I said earlier, is we’ve reached
the point of a civilization, like biblical Sodom and Gomorrah,the middle class in the United States in the 1960s. With no

pollution—with less pollution. which is manifesting a loss of the moral fitness to survive, has
repudiated the principles upon which modern civilization’s
achievements—mixed as they are, tainted and contaminatedIf you take away technology

So, we could do that. But what happens if you take away as they have been—have all depended. Obviously, we’re
dealing not with a mere financial and economic crisis, al-technology? What if you go back into a paradise, an ecolo-

gists’ paradise? The ability of this planet to support the exist- though that economic crisis and financial crisis is beyond
anything that any of you have ever known, in this century, oning level of population collapses. What kind of a population

could we maintain on the basis of the kinds of political institu- this planet. And it’s coming now; it’s not something that’s
forecast, it’s happening now. But there’s something muchtions which existed in the Fourteenth and early Fifteenth Cen-

turies, when the modern nation-state was born? The total hu- deeper. The financial and economic crisis, is a reflection of a
much deeper moral crisis.man population of this planet reached the level of a couple

hundred million, at about the time of the Roman Empire. Is that a totally pessimistic message? No, it’s not. Let’s
go back in history. Go back to the Fifteenth Century. GoLargely as a result of the effect of Greek civilization, and

some things in China and India, in improvements of human back to the time of the Golden Renaissance. Who made the
Renaissance? Of all the population which existed at that time,conditions. The level of the human population of this planet

did not reach above a few hundred million persons until the only a tiny minority made the Renaissance. In every great
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event that happened in every country, it was always a tiny stations, military recruiting stations, and things like that. But
the reactions were sudden, and fundamental, and sweeping.minority, whose leadership in the domain of ideas, brought

about those revolutions which solved the problems and pro- In times like these, that’s the kind of thing you expect.
And we’re getting to the time, where the hope is, that we willvided a blessing to humanity. It is the same today. The prob-

lem with us, as a nation, is that we have grown too accustomed be frightened enough, without being terrorized, into recogniz-
ing that we have to change. The things we’ve put up with,to tolerating things we should not have tolerated.

For example, a typical thing is, you talk with somebody which are destroying us, which are making us morally unfit
to survive, are things with which we have to deal.on the phone about the stock market. You say, “Well, you

should get out of mutual funds. I can’t tell you what date the Then you look at this nation. Look at this nation: Look
again, just at its history. This nation was a great success, asmarket is going to collapse, but this thing is going, and if

you’re in mutual funds, you’re in the worst place of all. You of 1783. It wasn’t yet perfected, it took until 1789 before we
could get a decent form of government, with the inaugurationcould be totally wiped out. You could not only lose your

money, you could find yourself with a debt that you didn’t of George Washington. But at the same time, a terrible thing
happened in France. Because this nation’s existence was actu-think you could have.” But they say, “I need the money, I

need that extra margin of income. I need it!” You talk to them ally dependent upon the power of France. In 1789, France
collapsed, and came very rapidly under the dictatorship ofabout the stock market. You tell them, “Look, a 20 to 30%

collapse is what you’ve got to prediscount. When? Could be our deadly enemies, the Duke of Orleans, and Robespierre’s
Jacobins, Robespierre’s faction of the Jacobins. In the yearsAugust, could be October, could be later. But, it’s going to

happen, and you don’t want to be there when it happens.” that followed, between 1789 and 1814, we had no friends, but
only enemies throughout the nations of Europe, and the world.“Tell me what date it’s going to happen, so I’ll pull out the

day before.” Eh? That’s what you get. None! The nations of Europe in 1814 came under the control
of the Holy Alliance, better called the Unholy Alliance, everySo what people do, is they go through life saying, “Well,

maybe it could happen.” Or, they say something else which member of which was dedicated to the destruction of the
United States. We consisted, in this nation, of a few millionis even sillier; they say, “They would never let that happen to

my money.” Who’s they? The guys that are going bankrupt? people, scattered on the Atlantic shores and the Caribbean
shores. That’s what we were. Against almost the entirety of
the world.We can solve the problems that confront us

So, there’s a tendency in humanity to postpone facing And that continued until almost the 1850s, when the
United States got its first ally, after 1814; when the Frenchreality. It’s only when people recognize that what they’re

doing ain’t going to work, that they are actually forced to sit and the British ganged up on Russia, a young tsar, Tsar
Alexander II, allied himself with the United States, ordown and think it through, and think what must we do to solve

this problem. the patriots of the United States. And when the Civil War,
which was organized by the Briish, broke out, which wasWe have solved, in humanity’s history, we’ve solved

problems which are as dangerous as this before. We can do it the result of the corruption in our country, Tsar Alexander
II saved the United States, because he did two things: Firstagain. We just have to find the will to face up to doing that.

For example, I remember I was in New York City, on the of all, he sent a message to London and France, and told
the French, and the British, and the Spanish, that if theyfamous day, Dec. 7, 1941. I was in here on business, and

I had an appointment, which had to do with employment, dared to interfere on the side of the Confederacy, against
the United States, that Russia would launch war againstemployment prospects, which happened to be on a Sunday,

because it involved a company which was recruiting here in them throughout Europe. Second, Tsar Alexander II sent the
Russian Navy, which had been built with the help of Ameri-New York City. So, I was going to that appointment. I was

up on Sunday morning, and I walked down to the hotel where can patriots after the Crimean War, he sent the fleet to New
York harbor, out here, and to San Francisco, with sealedwe were going to meet the people with whom we were going

to have this discussion about this employment prospect. I orders to make war against the Confederacy, the British,
and French, should they act in any way to interfere againstwalked into the lobby, and there was something very funny

about that lobby. A lot of people there, sitting, stunned. And the United States.
We emerged from that. From Lincoln’s administrationthen I heard the voice of the President, President Roosevelt.

And I saw, in those few moments, I saw a people that I knew, through 1876, the United States emerged as the most powerful
economy on this planet, the technologically most advanced.the American people, as exemplified by those in New York,

and what happened elsewhere: There was an immediate, in- The advancement of the German economy came as a direct
result of German collaboration with the United States, in do-stant transformation throughout this country, in a matter of

less than a couple of hours, as attitudes of the most fundamen- ing in Germany what had been done already in the United
States. We created Japan in that period; Japan was nothingtal sort, from coast to coast, were changed. What people were

doing, was they were running around trying to find recruiting but a bunch of islands under feudalism. It was the United
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Disabled soldiers
returning to New York
City during World War
II. Anyone who
understands the lessons
of America’s history,
says LaRouche, knows
that “we can do
whatever is necessary to
solve the problem.”

States that made Japan a modern nation, directly, and an ally. lands of Brooklyn, industries sprung up, new industries, revi-
talized. Which is part of the process of creating the power byIt was the United States that created the movement for the

freedom of China. We created Sun Yat-sen, and backed him, which this nation addressed this problem in World War II.
We can do it again. But we have to recognize the princi-for the independence of China.

So this nation, beleaguered on a planet for many decades, ples. We have to rethink, reflect upon those things that once
made us great, or made us a nation of promise. Reflect upontorn by evil within it, in terms of the Confederacy and what

that represented, by the evil that was and still is Wall Street— the lessons that we should have learned from human history,
and reflect, above all, what is valuable in life. Because oncewe, in our time as a nation, have done great things. The nation-

state which was created in the Fifteenth Century, was created you understand, that what is important about your life, from
its beginning to its end, is finding and realizing a permanentby a handful of people. These achievements we have at our

disposal, these lessons. And anyone who understands these identity of which you need not be ashamed, in the simultaneity
of eternity, then you have unlimited courage, and unlimitedlessons of the achievements of civilization, from the distant

past, but especially from modern times, knows that, as we moral strength, and you can do anything. This is the time
when we have to turn in on ourselves, and find the secretunderstood from Dec. 7, 1941 in this country, we can do

whatever is necessary to solve the problem. wellsprings of moral strength within ourselves. And inspire
others to do likewise.And I saw in that period, I saw a gray-faced people, who

hadn’t had decent work, but had formerly had some skill, Look the evil of this danger fully in the eye. Look at the
horror of Africa today in the eye. Look at the horror in Centralthroughout the Depression, I saw them stumbling into shops

that were junk shops, and I saw, after a year or so of this and South America in the eye. Look at the homelessness on
our streets, the bankruptcy of our medical system, the murderprocess, that these people, who had virtually lost skills, had

been gray-faced in their mental life and appearance, were that’s going on in the name of medical practice under these
insurance companies. Look this in the eye, and say, “We’reproducing production miracles. And that these plants, which

were junk heaps, were the places where these miracles were going to deal with it, and we have the intellectual resources
to summon in ourselves and in others to deal with it.”being created. The United States began turning out machine

tools, and the U.S. government began sticking machine tools In times past, a few have provided leadership; in the times
present, a few must provide leadership.of an advanced type in every nook and cranny. In Brooklyn,

for example, here, in New York City. And from the waste- Thank you.
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